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Abstract

The modeling and analysis experience with process algebras has shown the necessity
of extending them with priority, probabilistic internal/external choice, and time in
order to be able to faithfully model the behavior of real systems and capture the
properties of interest. An important open problem in this scenario is how to obtain
semantic compositionality in the presence of all these mechanisms, to allow for an
efficient analysis.

In this paper we argue that, when abandoning the classical nondeterministic
setting by considering the mechanisms above, a natural solution is to break the
symmetry of the roles of the processes participating in a synchronization. We ac-
complish this by distinguishing between master actions – the choice among which is
carried out generatively according to their priorities/probabilities or exponentially
distributed durations – and slave actions – the choice among which is carried out re-
actively according to their priorities/probabilities – and by imposing that a master
action can synchronize with slave actions only.

Technically speaking, in this paper we define a process algebra called EMPAgr

including probabilities, priorities, exponentially distributed durations, and the gen-
erative master-reactive slaves synchronization mechanism. Then, we prove that the
synchronization mechanism in EMPAgr is correct w.r.t. the novel cooperation struc-
ture model, we show that the Markovian bisimulation equivalence is a congruence
for EMPAgr, and we present a sound and complete axiomatization for finite terms.
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1 Introduction

The experience of the past twenty years with process algebras has shown that
several expressive features are necessary to be able to model real world sys-
tems. Moreover, to be hopefully able to analyze such systems, the expressive
features must be introduced in such a way that semantic compositionality is
achieved, i.e. in such a way that it is possible to define a congruence that can
be exploited to compositionally minimize the state space before applying the
analysis techniques.

In this paper we start with a simple process algebra and we show step
by step how its expressive power can be greatly enhanced while preserving
semantic compositionality. At the beginning, we introduce in the process
algebra the concept of time through the capability of expressing exponentially
timed actions and passive actions (whose duration becomes specified only upon
synchronization with exponentially timed actions of the same type) and we
show that the resulting Markovian process algebra can be given semantics in
the usual interleaving style thanks to the memoryless property of exponential
distributions (Sect. 2).

We then argue that we need a way of representing actions that are irrele-
vant from the timing viewpoint or just control the system behavior. We thus
extend our Markovian process algebra with immediate actions, i.e. actions
having duration zero (Sect. 3).

We subsequently observe that it often happens in practice to encounter
systems where different competing actions are scheduled according to some
priority assignment and/or with a certain frequency. Therefore, we extend our
Markovian process algebra by attaching priorities and weights to immediate
actions (Sect. 4 and 5).

Afterwards, we note that, when abandoning the classical nondeterminis-
tic setting by considering the expressive features above, a natural solution to
the problem of achieving semantic compositionality is to break the symme-
try of the roles of the processes participating in a synchronization. We ac-
complish this by distinguishing between master actions (exponentially timed
and prioritized-weighted immediate actions) and slave actions (passive actions
enriched with priorities and weights enforced only among passive actions of
the same type) and by imposing that a master action can synchronize with
slave actions only. Following the terminology of [11], the choice among mas-
ter actions is carried out generatively according to their priorities/weights or
exponentially distributed durations, while the choice among slave actions of
the same type is carried out reactively according to their priorities/weights
(Sect. 6).

After introducing all the ingredients for our extended Markovian process
algebra with generative-reactive synchronizations, called EMPAgr, we formal-
ize its syntax and then we define its operational semantics as a mapping from
terms to master-slaves transition systems, which is proved to be correct w.r.t.
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the novel cooperation structure model (Sect. 7).

We subsequently define a notion of equivalence in the bisimulation style,
which equates EMPAgr terms possessing the same functional, probabilistic,
prioritized and exponentially timed behavior. We then show that such an
equivalence is a congruence, thus providing support for compositional manip-
ulation, and we give a sound and complete axiomatization for nonrecursive
process terms (Sect. 8).

The paper concludes with a discussion of related work and future research
directions to further increase the expressiveness of process algebras, their us-
ability, and their efficient analysis (Sect. 9).

2 Markovian Process Algebras

Process algebras (see, e.g., [20,17]) are compositional languages for the high
level specification of concurrent systems. The main operators to build up
system specifications are:

• The action prefix operator: a.E is a system that can perform action a and
then behaves as described by E.

• The alternative composition operator: E1 + E2 is a system that behaves as
either E1 or E2 depending on whether an action of E1 or an action of E2 is
executed. The choice above is nondeterministic.

• The parallel composition operator: E1 ‖S E2 is a system that asynchronously
executes actions of E1 or E2 not belonging to S, and synchronously executes
actions of E1 and E2 belonging to the synchronization set S if they are of
the same type, which becomes the type of the resulting action.

The syntax of a process algebra is then integrated with other operators. For
the time being, we consider the null term 0, which represents a system that
cannot execute any action, and the mechanism of constant defining equation

A
∆
= E, which allows repetitive behaviors to be described.

The semantics for process algebra terms is given by means of rooted labeled
transition systems (LTSs for short) in which states correspond to process terms
and transitions are labeled with actions. Such LTSs are defined by following
the interleaving approach, i.e. parallel executions are serialized by representing
each of them through the set of all the possible sequential executions obtained
by interleaving the actions executed by the parallel components. A conse-
quence of the interleaving approach is that the two different systems a.0 ‖∅ b.0
and a.b.0 + b.a.0 are assigned isomorphic LTSs:

a

b

b

a

In the field of performance evaluation, a model largely used to compute
efficiency measures is that of Markov chains [24] (MCs for short). In their
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continuous time variant, MCs are essentially LTSs where the initial state is
replaced by a probability mass function, which expresses for each state the
probability that it is the initial one, and the transitions are labeled by posi-
tive real numbers, which are the rates of the exponentially distributed random
variables describing transition durations. Two important properties of con-
tinuous time Markov chains (CTMCs for short, as opposed to DTMCs where
the first letter stands for discrete) are the following. Given a state s with n
outgoing transitions labeled with λ1, . . . , λn, respectively, we have that:

• The average sojourn time in s is exponentially distributed with rate
∑n

i=1 λi.

• The probability of executing the k-th outgoing transition of s is λk/
∑n

i=1 λi.

The two properties above essentially stem from the fact that the transitions
leaving the same state are thought of as being in a race: the fastest one is the
one that is executed. Such a race policy naturally applies also to the case in
which two actions, whose durations are exponentially distributed with rate λ
and µ respectively, are executed in parallel:

λ µ

1

0

0 0
µ λ

We point out that the CTMC above correctly depicts the aforementioned
scenario thanks to the memoryless property of the exponential distribution,
because an action can be regarded as being initiated in the same state in which
it terminates its execution. For instance, if in the initial state of the CTMC
above (i.e., the state labeled with initial probability 1) the action with rate λ
is terminated before the action with rate µ, the leftmost state is reached and
its outgoing transition is labeled with µ because, when entering that state,
the time to the completion of the action with rate µ is still exponentially
distributed with rate µ. We also observe that no transition is possible from
the initial state to the absorbing one as the probability that the two actions
terminate simultaneously is zero.

When merged together, the specification languages and the stochastic mod-
els above give rise to Markovian process algebras. From the syntactical view-
point, we describe each action as a pair <a, λ̃>, where a is the type of the
action and λ̃ is the rate of the action. If λ̃ ∈ R+, then the action is called expo-
nentially timed as its duration is assumed to be exponentially distributed with
rate λ̃. If instead λ̃ = ∗, then the action is called passive and its duration is
unspecified. As for the binary operators, the alternative composition operator
is governed by the race policy as long as a choice among exponentially timed
actions is concerned. In the case of the parallel composition operator, instead,
a synchronization between <a, λ̃> and <a, µ̃>, with a in the synchronization
set, is possible only if at least one of λ̃ and µ̃ is ∗, and the resulting rate is
given by the other rate. This entails that, in a multiway synchronization, at
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most one exponentially timed action can be involved (which plays the role of
the master, hence determines the rate of the synchronization), while all the
other actions (which play the role of slaves) must be passive. We shall return
on this master-slaves synchronization mechanism in Sect. 6.

From the semantic viewpoint, we observe that the interleaving approach
of process algebras and the memoryless property of exponential distributions
fit together well, so that the interleaving approach can be followed also in the
case of Markovian process algebras. As an example, the two different systems
<a, λ>.0 ‖∅ <b, µ>.0 and <a, λ>.<b, µ>.0+<b, µ>.<a, λ>.0 are assigned iso-
morphic LTSs:

λa,

µ

µb,

b, λa,

The LTS above is called the integrated interleaving semantics of the process
terms at hand, because each transition is labeled with both the type and the
rate of the corresponding action. From such an integrated model two projected
semantic models can be derived by discarding action rates or action types, re-
spectively. The former is called the functional semantics as its transitions are
not decorated with performance related information, thus representing only
the functional behavior the system. The latter, instead, is called the Marko-
vian semantics as it expresses the CTMC governing the stochastic behavior
of the system.

s 0 s 1 s 2s 0 s 1 s 2

produce,λ produce,λ

consume, µ consume, µ
s 0 s 1 s 2

(a)

produce produce

consumeconsume

(b)

λ

µ

λ

µ

001

(c)

Fig. 1. Interleaving semantic models of PCSystem2

Example 2.1 A producer/consumer system is a system composed of a pro-
ducer, a buffer, and a consumer. The producer repeatedly produces new items
at a certain speed and puts them into the buffer until the buffer is empty,
while the consumer withdraws items from the buffer at a certain rate unless
the buffer is empty. Assuming for simplicity a buffer of capacity two, the ar-
chitecture of this system can be modeled with our Markovian process algebra
as follows:

PCSystem2
∆
= Producer ‖{produce} Buffer 0 ‖{consume}Consumer

Assuming that the item production process and the item consumption process
are Markovian with rate λ and µ, respectively, the producer and the consumer
can be modeled as follows:

Producer
∆
= <produce, λ>.Producer

Consumer
∆
= <consume, µ>.Consumer
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The buffer, instead, is at any time ready to accept new incoming items (if not
full) and to deliver previously produced items (if not empty):

Buffer 0
∆
= <produce, ∗>.Buffer 1

Buffer 1
∆
= <produce, ∗>.Buffer 2 +

<consume, ∗>.Buffer 0

Buffer 2
∆
= <consume, ∗>.Buffer 1

Note that only passive actions occur in Buffer , to reflect the fact that the inter-
actions established by the two synchronization sets {produce} and {consume}
are guided by the exponentially timed actions of the producer and the con-
sumer.

In Fig. 1(a) we show the integrated interleaving semantics of PCSystem2.
The initial state s0 corresponds to PCSystem2, state s1 to Producer ‖{produce}
Buffer 1 ‖{consume}Consumer , state s2 to Producer ‖{produce} Buffer 2 ‖{consume}
Consumer . As reported in Fig. 1(b) and (c), from such a LTS a functional
LTS and a CTMC can be derived by dropping action rates or action types,
respectively.

3 Immediate Actions

The first extension of our Markovian process algebra is concerned with the
introduction of immediate actions. They are executed in zero time, hence
their rate is denoted by ∞. Introducing immediate actions is necessary to
model system activities which are several orders of magnitude faster than
those relevant from the performance viewpoint, as well as system activities
that control the system behavior.

Since immediate actions have zero durations, they take precedence over
exponentially timed ones. To make this clear, let us consider a system E that
initially can perform either an exponentially timed action a or an immediate
action b: <a, λ>.E1+<b,∞>.E2. The integrated interleaving semantic model
of E has the two following initial transitions:

b,∞a, λ

E

E1 E2

r
r r

,,,
lll

If E represents a closed system, i.e. a system for which all the interactions
with its environment have been described, then only the transition labeled
with action <b,∞> can be executed. If instead E represents an open system,
then the execution of action <b,∞> may be disabled by the environment. For
instance, E ‖{b} 0 has a single initial transition labeled with action <a, λ>, as
0 is not willing to perform any b action hence no synchronization on b can
occur.

Similarly to exponentially timed actions, in a synchronization at most one
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immediate action can be involved while all the other actions must be passive.
If an immediate action is involved, then the rate of the resulting action is
immediate, otherwise it is passive.

a d s
λ µ

ServerQueue

Customers

Fig. 2. Structure of a queueing system M/M/1/q

Example 3.1 From now on we shall exemplify each feature added to our
language by means of queueing systems [18] (QSs for short), which are ab-
stract models largely used for evaluating the performance of computer and
communication systems through the computation of measures such as system
throughput, resource utilization, and user response time. A QS is a service
center, composed of a waiting queue and a given number of servers, which
provides a certain service to a population of customers according to a given
discipline. In the following, we shall be concerned with QSs M/M/n/q/m
with arrival rate λ and service rate µ, which are defined as follows:

(i) The customer arrival process is Markovian with rate λ.

(ii) The customer service process is Markovian with rate µ.

(iii) There are n independent servers.

(iv) There is a FIFO queue with q − n seats. When missing, parameter q
denotes an unbounded queue.

(v) There are m independent customers. When missing, parameter m de-
notes an unbounded population of customers.

Let us consider a QS M/M/1/q with arrival rate λ and service rate µ,
whose structure is depicted in Fig. 2 where a stands for arrive, d for deliver,
and s for serve. To faithfully represent the fact that the buffer has capacity
q−1, an immediate action is necessary to model the fact that the customer at
the beginning of the queue is passed to the server as soon as it becomes free.
Without such an immediate action, the capacity of the service center would
be decreased by one.

The QS at hand can be modeled as follows:

QSM/M/1/q
∆
= Arrivals ‖{a}(Queue0 ‖{d} Server)

Arrivals
∆
= <a, λ>.Arrivals
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Queue0
∆
= <a, ∗>.Queue1

Queueh
∆
= <a, ∗>.Queueh+1 +

<d, ∗>.Queueh−1, 0 < h < q − 1

Queueq−1
∆
= <d, ∗>.Queueq−2

Server
∆
= <d,∞>.<s, µ>.Server

where we note that all the actions describing the behavior of the queue are pas-
sive. We conclude by showing the Markovian semantic model of QSM/M/1/q in
Fig. 3(b), which is obtained from the integrated semantic model of QSM/M/1/q

in Fig. 3(a), where AQhS stands for Arrivals ‖{a}(Queueh ‖{d} Server), AQhS
′

stands for Arrivals ‖{a}(Queueh ‖{d} <s, µ>.Server), and 0 ≤ h ≤ q − 1. We
observe that, when deriving a CTMC from an integrated LTS, the immediate
transitions and the related source states are removed. The reason is that the
sojourn time in those states is zero, so they are irrelevant from the performance
viewpoint.

a,λ

a,λ a,λ

s,µ s,µ s,µ

a,λ

s,µ

a,λ

s,µ

q−2AQ     S’

λ

µ

λ

µ

...

... q−2AQ     S’

d, d, d,

0 1

0

2

1

AQ S AQ S AQ S

1 λ λ

µ µ
0 10AQ S AQ S AQ S’ ’

...

...

AQ S’ AQ S’

AQ    S

λ

µ

(a)

(b)

q−

AQ    S’q−

AQ    S’q−

1

1

1

Fig. 3. Integrated and Markovian semantic models of QSM/M/1/q

4 Prioritized Choices

The second extension of our Markovian process algebra is concerned with the
introduction of priorities, which are expressed as positive natural numbers
attached to immediate action rates (∞l). Introducing priorities is necessary
to model prioritized choices and to improve the capability of expressing system
control mechanisms, such as preemption.

Higher priority immediate actions take precedence over lower priority ones.
To make this clear, let us consider a system E that initially can perform either
an immediate action a with priority 1 or an immediate action b with priority
2: <a,∞1>.E1 + <b,∞2>.E2. The integrated interleaving semantic model of
E has the two following initial transitions:
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E

E1 E2

b,∞2a,∞1

r
r r

,,,
lll

If E represents a closed system, then only the transition labeled with action
<b,∞2> can be executed. If instead E represents an open system, then
the execution of action <b,∞2> may be disabled by the environment. For
instance, E ‖{b} 0 has a single initial transition labeled with action <a,∞1>.

In the case of synchronization of an immediate action and a passive action,
the resulting immediate action inherits the priority of the original immediate
action.

Example 4.1 Let us consider a variant of the QS of Ex. 3.1 in which there
are two different classes of customers, reds and blacks, with two different ar-
rival rates, λr and λb. The service center comprises two distinct queues of
capacity q− 1 for the two classes of customers. In the situation in which both
queues are nonempty and the server is free, the first come red customer must
be served, i.e. red customers take precedence over black customers. This can
be easily modeled in our Markovian process algebra extended with priorities
as follows:

QS prio
∆
= (Arrivalsr‖∅Arrivalsb)‖{ar,ab}((Queuer,0‖∅Queueb,0)‖{dr,db}Server)

Server
∆
= <dr,∞r>.<s, µ>.Server +

<db,∞b>.<s, µ>.Server
where Arrivalsr (Arrivalsb) is the same as Arrivals in which every action type
is given subscript r (b), Queuer,0 (Queueb,0) is the same as Queue0 in which
every action type is given subscript r (b), and r > b.

Note that in the model above, no preemption can be exercised on the black
customer being served in the case a red customer arrives at the service center.
To take this into account, it is sufficient to modify the model of the server as
follows:

Server
∆
= <dr,∞r>.<s, µ>.Server r +

<db,∞b>.<s, µ>.Server b

Server r
∆
= <s, µ>.Server

Server b
∆
= <s, µ>.Server +

<dr,∞r>.<s, µ>.Server b

where the second summand of Server b describes the service of the newly ar-
rived, preempting red customer. In such a model the memoryless property
of exponential distributions guarantees that the remaining time to the com-
pletion of the service of a preempted black customer is still exponentially
distributed with rate µ. Therefore, the first summand of Server b is used to
describe both the service of a black customer with no interruption and the
service of a black customer which has been interrupted several times.
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5 Probabilistic Choices

The third extension of our Markovian process algebra is concerned with the
introduction of weights, which are expressed as positive real numbers attached
to immediate action rates (∞l,w, thus resembling immediate transitions of gen-
eralized stochastic Petri nets [1]). Introducing weights is necessary to model
probabilistic choices and to improve the capability of expressing system control
mechanisms, such as probabilistic events.

The execution probability of immediate actions at the same priority level
is proportional to their weights. To make this clear, let us consider a sys-
tem E that initially can perform either an immediate action a with prior-
ity 1 and weight 2 or an immediate action b with priority 1 and weight 3:
<a,∞1,2>.E1 + <b,∞1,3>.E2. The integrated interleaving semantic model of
E has the two following initial transitions:

E

E1 E2

b,∞1,3a,∞1,2

r
r r

,,,
lll

If E represents a closed system, then the former transition is executed with
probability 2/(2 + 3) = 0.4, while the latter transition is executed with prob-
ability 3/(2 + 3) = 0.6. If instead E represents an open system, then the
execution of one of its two actions may be disabled by the environment. For
instance, E ‖{b} 0 has a single initial transition labeled with action <a,∞1,2>
which is executed with probability 2/2 = 1.

In summary, the strategy adopted to choose among several alternative
immediate actions is the preselection policy: the immediate actions having the
highest priority level are singled out, then each of them is given an execution
probability proportional to its weight.

In the case of synchronization of an immediate action and a passive ac-
tion, the resulting immediate action inherits also the weight of the original
immediate action.

Example 5.1 Let us consider a variant of the QS of Ex. 4.1 such that, in
the situation in which both queues are nonempty and the server is free, the
first come red customer and the first come black customer have the same pri-
ority but different frequencies with which they are served, say r/(r + b) and
b/(r + b), respectively. This can be taken into account with our Markovian
process algebra extended with weights by simply modifying the model of the
server as follows:

Server
∆
= <dr,∞l,r>.<s, µ>.Server +

<db,∞l,b>.<s, µ>.Server
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6 Master-Slaves Synchronization

Our extended Markovian process algebra employs an asymmetric master-
slaves synchronization mechanism, where exponentially timed and immediate
actions (also called active actions) play the role of the masters, in the sense
that they determine the rate of the resulting action, while passive actions play
the role of the slaves. Such a mechanism is enforced by imposing that, in case
of multiway synchronization, at most one active action can be involved while
all the other actions must be passive. More formally, we adopt a CSP [17]
like parallel composition operator, which allows for multiway synchronizations
by assuming that the result of the synchronization of two actions with type a
is again an action with type a. In addition, we impose that a synchronization
between two actions of type a may occur only if either they are both passive
actions (and the result is a passive action of type a), or one of them is an
active action and the other one is a passive action (and the result is an active
action of type a).

So far we have considered particular kinds of binary synchronizations in
which an active action of a process could synchronize with a single passive
action of another process only. However, if several alternative passive actions
of a given type may synchronize with the same active action of that type,
it remains to establish how we choose among those passive actions. This is
accomplished in two steps.

First of all, we endow passive actions with positive natural numbers acting
as reactive priorities (∗l). Unlike priorities of immediate actions, reactive
priorities are enforced only among passive actions of the same type, which
makes it safe to discard lower priority passive actions of a given type. To make
this clear, let us consider a system E that initially can perform a passive action
a with priority 1, a passive action a with priority 2, or a passive action b with
priority 3: <a, ∗1>.E1 +<a, ∗2>.E2 +<b, ∗3>.E3. The integrated interleaving
semantic model of E has the two following initial transitions:

E

E2 E3

b,∗3a,∗2
r

r r
,,,

lll

As it can be noted, a transition labeled with action <a, ∗2> is in the model
above because the highest priority transition has a different type, whereas
there is no transition labeled with action <a, ∗1> because of the presence of
a higher priority transition of the same type. Due to the reactive meaning
ascribed to priorities of passive actions, the environment cannot disable the
higher priority passive a action and enable the lower priority passive a action
at the same time, so it is safe to neglect lower priority passive actions of a
given type.

Second, we endow passive actions with positive real numbers acting as re-
active weights (∗l,w). Unlike weights of immediate actions, reactive weights
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determine the choice only among passive actions of the same type. To make
this clear, let us consider a system E that initially can perform a passive ac-
tion a with priority 1 and weight 2, a passive action a with priority 1 and
weight 3, or a passive action b with priority 1 and weight 4: <a, ∗1,2>.E1 +
<a, ∗1,3>.E2 + <b, ∗1,4>.E3. The integrated interleaving semantic model of E
has the three following initial transitions:

E3E1

E

E2

a,∗1,2

a,∗1,3

b,∗1,4

rr

r

r

´́
´́

´́

QQQQQQ

Because of the reactive interpretation of passive action weights, the first tran-
sition is executed with probability 2/(2+3) = 0.4, the second with probability
3/(2 + 3) = 0.6, and the third with probability 4/4 = 1.

In summary, the strategy adopted to choose among several alternative
passive actions is the reactive preselection policy: for a given type, the passive
actions of that type having the highest priority level are singled out, then each
of them is given an execution probability proportional to its weight.

We are now in a position of explaining how the rate of an action result-
ing from a master-slaves synchronization is determined. In the case of syn-
chronization between an exponentially timed action of rate λ and a passive
action of the same type, the resulting rate is λ · p where p is the execu-
tion probability of the passive action. As an example, term E defined by
<a, λ>.E1 ‖{a}(<a, ∗1,2>.E2 +<a, ∗1,3>.E3) has the two following initial tran-
sitions:

E

a,λ·3/5

E1‖{a}E2 E1‖{a}E3

a,λ·2/5
r

r r
,,,

lll

In the case of synchronization between an immediate action of rate ∞l,w and
a passive action of the same type, the resulting rate is ∞l,w·p where p is the
execution probability of the passive action. As an example, term E defined by
<a,∞1,4>.E1 ‖{a}(<a, ∗1,2>.E2 + <a, ∗1,3>.E3) has the two following initial
transitions:

E

a,∞1,4·3/5

E1‖{a}E2 E1‖{a}E3

a,∞1,4·2/5

r
r r

,,,
lll

In the case of a multiway synchronization where an active action is synchro-
nized with several passive actions, each passive action is chosen by performing
an independent choice. That is, if an exponentially timed (immediate) action
with rate λ (∞l,w) synchronizes with n passive actions of the same type, the
resulting rate is λ·∏n

i=1 pi (∞l,w·Qn
i=1 pi

) where pi is the execution probability of
the i-th passive action involved in the synchronization. As an example, term
E defined by <a, λ>.E1 ‖{a}(<a, ∗1,2>.E2 + <a, ∗1,3>.E3) ‖{a}(<a, ∗1,1>.E4 +
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<a, ∗1,2>.E5) has the four following initial transitions:

E

a,λ·3/5·2/3a,λ·2/5·1/3

a,λ·3/5·1/3a,λ·2/5·2/3

E1‖{a}E2‖{a}E4 E1‖{a}E2‖{a}E5 E1‖{a}E3‖{a}E4 E1‖{a}E3‖{a}E5

r

r r r r

J
J
J
J
J
J
J

HHHHHHHHHHHHHH
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In general our master-slaves synchronization mechanism can be interpreted
as an extension to priorities and exponential time of the probabilistic synchro-
nization mechanism presented in [6] based on a mixture of the generative and
reactive models of probabilistic processes of [11].

We now briefly recall the two models above by resorting to the terminology
of [20], where an action type based synchronization is described in terms of
button pushing experiments. In this view, the environment experiments on a
process by pushing one of several buttons, where a button represents an action
type. According to the reactive model of probability, a process reacts internally
to a button push performed by its environment on the basis of a probability
distribution which depends on the button which is pushed. According to
the generative model of probability, instead, the process itself autonomously
decides, on the basis of a probability distribution, which button will go down
and how to behave after such an event.

When two processes behaving in a reactive way synchronize on an ac-
tion a, each of them reacts internally to the synchronization according to the
probability distribution associated with the actions of type a it can perform.
Whenever the two processes can synchronize on more than one action type,
each of them leaves the decision to the environment, hence the choice of the
synchronizing action type turns out to be nondeterministic. This kind of syn-
chronization is simple and natural, but does not make it possible to express a
mechanism for the choice of the button to be pushed (external choice), thus
leaving the system, in a sense, underspecified.

On the other hand, two processes behaving in a generative way indepen-
dently decide the action type on which they want to synchronize, hence there
may be no agreement on the action type.

A solution to this problem proposed in [26,6] is to adopt a mixed generative-
reactive approach based on an asymmetric form of synchronization, where a
process which behaves generatively may synchronize only with processes which
behave reactively. The intuition behind this solution, suggested also in [22], is
that the process which behaves generatively decides which button will go down
(and how to behave afterwards) and the process which behaves reactively just
reacts to the button push of the other process. In [26,6], the integration of the
generative and reactive approaches is naturally obtained by designating some
actions (the master actions) as behaving generatively and the other actions
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(the slave actions) as behaving reactively, and by imposing (as we do in this
paper) that master actions can synchronize with slave actions only.

According to the master-slaves synchronization mechanism of our extended
Markovian process algebra, which extends the generative-reactive mechanism
explained above, we have that, in a system state, first a master choice is
generatively made according to the rates of the master actions. Then, if
the chosen master action must synchronize, a slave choice is reactively made
among the slave actions that can synchronize with the selected master action
according to their reactive rates.

We conclude by observing that our generative master-reactive slaves syn-
chronization mechanism complies with the bounded capacity assumption [16],
which establishes that the rate of an action cannot be arbitrarily
increased/decreased when synchronizing it with several actions. This as-
sumption, which imposes a safe modeling methodology from the stochastic
viewpoint, is satisfied because it can be easily shown that our mechanism
preserves the average sojourn times. For instance, in the example depicted
in the last encountered figure, we have that the rates of the four transitions
sum up to λ, which is exactly the rate of the only active action present in
E. Additionally, we point out that in our Markovian framework extended
with immediate actions it is possible to simulate a synchronization between
two a actions with rate λ and µ, respectively, whose duration is the max-
imum of the two durations [13]. If we denote by τ an action type repre-
senting an invisible activity, this is easily achieved by means of a term like
<τ, λ>.<a,∞l,w>.0 ‖{a} <τ, µ>.<a, ∗l′,w′>.0, as it gives rise to the first CTMC
depicted in Sect. 2.

Example 6.1 Attaching reactive priorities and weights to passive actions
turns out to be advantageous from the modeling viewpoint as it allows more
compact process algebraic descriptions to be obtained. As an example, let us
consider a variant of the QSs of Ex. 4.1 and 5.1 in which there are n classes
of customers, with class i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, having arrival rate λi, service priority
li, and service frequency wi/

∑n
j=1 wj. If we denote by

∏
the parallel compo-

sition of several terms which do not synchronize on any action, the QS above
can be modeled in our Markovian process algebra extended with reactive pri-
orities and weights as follows:

QSn
∆
=

n∏
i=1

Arrivals i ‖{ai|1≤i≤n}(
n∏

i=1

Queue i,0 ‖{d} Server)

Arrivals i
∆
= <ai, λi>.Arrivals i
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Queue i,0
∆
= <ai, ∗1,1>.Queue i,1

Queue i,h
∆
= <ai, ∗1,1>.Queue i,h+1 +

<d, ∗li,wi
>.Queue i,h−1, 0 < h < q − 1

Queue i,q−1
∆
= <d, ∗li,wi

>.Queue i,q−2

Server
∆
= <d,∞1,1>.<s, µ>.Server

It is worth observing that the model above is scalable w.r.t. the number of
classes, in the sense that the description of the server does not need to be
modified when adding/removing a class of customers. This is made possible
by the fact that the information about the service priority and frequency of
each class must not necessarily be described within the server (as it would be
if priorities and weights could not be attached to passive actions), but can be
described in the model for the queue corresponding to the class.

7 Syntax and Semantics for EMPAgr

In this section we formalize the syntax and the semantics for the process alge-
bra informally presented in the previous section. More precisely, we define the
syntax of an extended Markovian process algebra with generative-reactive syn-
chronizations called EMPAgr. Then we introduce the master-slaves transition
system model and we present an operational semantics that maps EMPAgr

terms onto such a model. Finally, the semantics is proven correct by means
of the novel cooperation structure model.

7.1 Syntax and Informal Semantics

The main ingredients of our calculus are the actions, each composed of a type
and a rate, and the algebraic operators. As far as actions are concerned,
based on their rates they are classified into exponentially timed, immediate,
and passive, as already seen. Moreover, based on their types they are classified
into visible and invisible depending on whether they are different or equal to
τ , as usual.

Definition 7.1 Let AType be the set of action types, including the invisible
type τ , and ARate = R+∪{∞l,w | l ∈ N+∧w ∈ R+}∪{∗l,w | l ∈ N+∧w ∈ R+}
be the set of action rates. We use a to range over AType, λ̃ to range over
ARate, λ to range over exponentially timed rates, and λ̄ to range over non-
passive rates. The set of actions is defined by

Act = AType × ARate

Definition 7.2 Let Const be a set of constants ranged over by A and let
ATRFun = {ϕ : AType −→ AType | ϕ−1(τ) = {τ}} be a set of action type
relabeling functions ranged over by ϕ. The set L of process terms of EMPAgr
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is generated by the following syntax

E ::= 0 | <a, λ̃>.E | E/L | E[ϕ] | E + E | E ‖S E | A
where L, S ⊆ AType − {τ}.

The null term “0” is the term that cannot execute any action.

The action prefix operator “<a, λ̃>. ” denotes the sequential composition
of an action and a term. Term <a, λ̃>.E can execute an action with type a
and rate λ̃ and then behaves as term E.

The functional abstraction operator “ /L” abstracts from the type of the
actions. Term E/L behaves as term E except that the type a of each executed
action is turned into τ whenever a ∈ L.

The functional relabeling operator “ [ϕ]” changes the type of the actions.
Term E[ϕ] behaves as term E except that the type a of each executed action
becomes ϕ(a).

The alternative composition operator “ + ” expresses a choice between
two terms. Term E1 + E2 behaves as either term E1 or term E2 depending on
whether an action of E1 or an action of E2 is executed. As we have already
seen, the choice is solved according to the race policy in case of exponentially
timed actions, the preselection policy in case of immediate actions, and the
reactive preselection policy in case of passive actions.

The parallel composition operator “ ‖S ” expresses the concurrent execu-
tion of two terms. Term E1 ‖S E2 asynchronously executes actions of E1 or
E2 not belonging to S and synchronously executes actions of E1 and E2 be-
longing to S according to the two following synchronization disciplines. The
synchronization discipline on action types establishes that two actions can
synchronize if and only if they have the same observable type in S, which
becomes the resulting type. The synchronization discipline on action rates is
the generative master-reactive slaves mechanism explained in Sect. 6. In case
of synchronization of an active action a having rate λ̃ executed by E1 (E2)
with a passive action a having rate ∗l,w executed by E2 (E1), the resulting
active action a has rate/weight given by the original rate/weight multiplied
by the probability that E2 (E1) chooses the passive action at hand among its
passive actions of type a. Instead, in case of synchronization of two passive
actions a having rate ∗l1,w1 and ∗l2,w2 executed by E1 and E2, respectively,
the resulting passive action of type a has priority level given by the maximum
lmax between l1 and l2 and weight given by the probability that E1 and E2

independently choose the two actions, multiplied by a normalization factor
given by the overall weight of the passive actions of type a executable by E1

and E2 at the priority level lmax. The choice of such a normalization factor
and of the priority level of the resulting passive action makes the structure of
synchronizations in a system state easier to understand, as will be shown in
Sect. 7.4.

Finally, let partial function Def : Const −→o L be a set of constant defining

equations of the form A
∆
= E. In order to guarantee the correctness of recursive
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definitions, as usual we restrict ourselves to the set G of terms that are closed
and guarded w.r.t. Def .

7.2 Master-Slaves Transition Systems

The semantic model of EMPAgr is a special kind of LTS we call master-slaves
transition system (MSTS for short), whose transitions are labeled with ele-
ments of Act . Recalling that active actions play the role of the masters while
passive actions play the role of the slaves, each state of a MSTS has a single
master bundle composed of all the transitions labeled with an active action
and, for each action type a, a single slave bundle of type a composed of all
the transitions labeled with a passive action of type a. Since the operational
semantics for EMPAgr will be defined in such a way that lower priority active
transitions are not pruned (see the congruence related motivation in Sect. 8)
while lower priority passive transitions of a given type are, all the passive
transitions belonging to the same slave bundle of a generated MSTS have the
same priority level.

Definition 7.3 A master-slaves transition system (MSTS) is a triple

(S,AType,−−−→)

where: 1

• S is a set of states;

• AType is a set of action types;

• −−−→ ∈M(S ×Act × S) is a multiset of transitions such that for all s ∈ S
and a ∈ AType

(s
a,∗l′,w′−−−→ s′ ∧ s

a,∗l′′,w′′−−−→ s′′) =⇒ l′ = l′′

A rooted master-slaves transition system (RMSTS) is a quadruple

(S,AType,−−−→, s0)

where (S,AType,−−−→) is a MSTS and s0 ∈ S is the initial state.

We point out that the transition relation is a multiset, not a set. This allows
the multiplicity of identically labeled transitions to be taken into account,
which is necessary from the stochastic point of view. As an example, if a state
has two transitions both labeled with <a, λ>, using sets instead of multisets
would reduce the two transitions into a single one labeled with <a, λ>, thus
erroneously altering the average sojourn time in the state.

The choice of a transition within the master bundle of a state is made
according to the race policy, i.e. the transition sampling the least duration
succeeds, with immediate transitions taking precedence over exponentially
timed transitions. We consider the transitions composing a master bundle as
grouped according to their priority level. The level zero is composed of all

1 We use “{|” and “|}” as brackets for multisets and M(S) (P(S)) to denote the collection
of multisets over (subsets of) set S.
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the transitions labeled with exponentially timed actions and, for each l ∈ N+,
the level l is composed of all the transitions labeled with an immediate action
with priority l. If all the transitions composing the master bundle are labeled
with exponentially timed actions, then the master bundle includes the group
of transitions at level zero only. Supposed that such a group is composed of n
transitions labeled with active actions <ai, λi>, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then the time to
choose one of such actions is exponentially distributed with rate

∑
1≤i≤n λi and

the probability of choosing ak is given by λk/
∑

1≤i≤n λi. Otherwise, if there
is some transition labeled with an immediate action, the preselection policy is
applied, which means that a probabilistic choice is made in zero time according
to the weights of the immediate actions labeling the group of transitions at
the maximum priority level lmax. Supposed that such a group is composed of
n transitions labeled with active actions <ai,∞lmax,wi

>, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then the
probability of choosing ak is given by wk/

∑
1≤i≤n wi.

The choice within a slave bundle of type a is governed by the prelection
policy: each transition of the bundle is chosen with probability proportional to
its weight. Supposed that such a bundle is composed of n transitions labeled
with passive actions <ai, ∗l,wi

>, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then the probability of choosing ak

is given by wk/
∑

1≤i≤n wi. Since the duration of passive actions is unspecified,
the time to choose one of the actions above is unspecified.

We conclude by recalling that passive actions are seen as incomplete ac-
tions which must synchronize with active actions of the same type of another
system component in order to form a complete system. Therefore a fully
specified system is performance closed, in the sense that it gives rise to a fully
probabilistic transition system which does not include slave bundles. If in
such a transition system we keep for each state only the highest priority tran-
sitions, then we can easily derive a performance model in the form of a DTMC
or a CTMC, depending on whether only immediate transitions occur or not.
Should exponentially timed and immediate transitions coexist (in different
states), a CTMC is derived by eliminating the immediate transitions and the
related source states and by suitably splitting the exponentially timed transi-
tions entering the removed source states in such a way that they are caused
to reach the target states of the removed immediate transitions. The reader
interested in the details of this procedure is referred to [3] Chap. 4.

7.3 Operational Semantics

The formal semantics for EMPAgr maps terms onto RMSTSs. We preliminar-
ily provide the following shorthands to make the definition of the operational
semantic rules easier.

Definition 7.4 Given a MSTS M = (S,AType,−−−→), s ∈ S, and a ∈
AType, we denote by La(s) the priority level of the slave transitions of type a
executable at s (La(s) = 0 if the slave bundle a of s is empty) and we denote
by Wa(s) the overall weight of the slave transitions of type a executable at s:
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Wa(s) =
∑

{|w | ∃s′ ∈ S. s
a,∗La(s),w−−−−−−→ s′ |}

Furthermore, we extend the real number multiplication to immediate rates as
follows:

∞l,w · p = ∞l,w·p

The operational semantics for EMPAgr is the least MSTS (G,AType, −−−→)
satisfying the inference rules of Table 1, where in addition to the rules (Ch1l),
(Ch2l), (Pa1l), (Pa2l), (Sy1l) referring to a move of the lefthand process
E1, we consider also the symmetrical rules (Ch1r), (Ch2r), (Pa1r), (Pa2r),
(Sy1r) taking into account the moves of the righthand process E2, obtained
by exchanging the roles of terms E1 and E2.

Some explanations are now in order. First of all, the operational rule give
rise to an interleaving semantics, which is made possible by the memoryless
property of exponential distributions. Moreover, similarly to [16], we consider
the operational rules as generating a multiset of transitions (consistently with
the definition of a MSTS), where a transition has arity m if and only if it can
be derived in m possible ways from the operational rules.

The removal of lower priority passive transitions of the same type is carried
out in rules (Ch2l) and (Ch2r) for the alternative composition operator and
rules (Pa1l) and (Pa1r) for the parallel composition operator by using La(E).
As we shall see in Thm. 8.4, discarding lower priority passive transitions does
not compromise the achievement of the congruence property for the Marko-
vian bisimulation equivalence. While higher priority active transitions can be
prevented by a context which does not prevent lower priority active transitions
(because of their different types), this cannot happen for passive transitions
as their priorities are reactive, i.e. imposed only among passive transitions of
the same type. We also note that the priorities are intepreted as being global
according to the classification of [10], as their scope is not limited to sequential
terms but includes terms composed in parallel.

In the case of a synchronization, the evaluation of the rate of the resulting
action is carried out by rules (Sy1l), (Sy1r), and (Sy2) as follows. When-
ever an active action synchronizes with a passive action of the same type, the
rate of the resulting active action is evaluated in rules (Sy1l) and (Sy1r) by
multiplying the rate of the active action by the probability of choosing the
passive action. Whenever two passive actions of type a synchronize, instead,
the priority level and the weight of the resulting passive action are computed
as described by rule (Sy2). In particular, the weight is computed by multi-
plying the probability p of independently choosing the two original actions by
the normalization factor N . N is given by the overall weight of the passive
transitions of type a with maximum priority level executable by E1 and E2,
computed by using Wa(E).

Definition 7.5 The integrated interleaving semantics of E ∈ G is the RMSTS
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(P r) <a, λ̃>.E
a,λ̃−−−→E

(Hi1)
E

a,λ̃−−−→E ′

E/L
a,λ̃−−−→E ′/L

a /∈ L (Hi2)
E

a,λ̃−−−→E ′

E/L
τ,λ̃−−−→E ′/L

a ∈ L

(Re)
E

a,λ̃−−−→E ′

E[ϕ]
ϕ(a),λ̃

−−−→E ′[ϕ]

(Ch1l)
E1

a,λ̄−−−→E ′
1

E1 + E2

a,λ̄−−−→E ′
1

(Ch2l)
E1

a,∗l,w−−−→E ′
1 l ≥ La(E2)

E1 + E2

a,∗l,w−−−→E ′
1

(P a1l)
E1

a,λ̄−−−→E ′
1

E1 ‖S E2

a,λ̄−−−→E ′
1 ‖S E2

a /∈ S

(P a2l)
E1

a,∗l,w−−−→E ′
1 l ≥ La(E2)

E1 ‖S E2

a,∗l,w−−−→E ′
1 ‖S E2

a /∈ S

(Sy1l)

E1

a,λ̄−−−→E ′
1 E2

a,∗l,w−−−→E ′
2

E1 ‖S E2

a,λ̄· w
Wa(E2)−−−−−−→E ′

1 ‖S E ′
2

a ∈ S

(Sy2)
E1

a,∗l1,w1−−−→ E ′
1 E2

a,∗l2,w2−−−→ E ′
2

E1 ‖S E2

a,∗max(l1,l2),p·N−−−−−−−−−→E ′
1 ‖S E ′

2

a ∈ S

where: p = w1

Wa(E1)
· w2

Wa(E2)
N =





Wa(E1) + Wa(E2) if l1 = l2

Wa(E1) if l1 > l2

Wa(E2) if l2 > l1

(Co)
E

a,λ̃−−−→E ′

A
a,λ̃−−−→E ′

A
∆
= E

Table 1
EMPAgr operational semantics
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I[[E]] = (GE,AType, −−−→E , E)

where GE is the set of terms reachable from E according to MSTS (G,AType,
−−−→) and −−−→E is the restriction of −−−→ to transitions between terms
in GE. We say that E ∈ G is performance closed if and only if I[[E]] does not
contain passive transitions.

We conclude by recalling that from I[[E]] two projected semantic models
can be obtained by essentially dropping action rates or action types, respec-
tively. Before applying such a transformation to I[[E]], lower priority active
transitions are pruned because E is no longer to be composed with other terms
as it describes the whole system we are interested in. The functional seman-
tics F [[E]] is a standard LTS whose transitions are decorated with action types
only. The Markovian semantics M[[E]] is instead a CTMC or a DTMC, as
seen in Sect. 7.2, which is well defined only if E is performance closed.

7.4 The Cooperation Structure Model

In this section we briefly present the model of cooperation structures formalized
in [8], which allows us to represent the structure of master-slaves synchroniza-
tions in a system state. The importance of such a model is that it justifies the
choice of the priority level and the weight normalization factor of the passive
action resulting from the synchronization of two passive actions.

c

d

a

b

a
a

a

b b

b

w2

w’2

w’’2

2w’’’

w1

w’1

2P

w

w’

2

2

1P

w1

w’1

(a)

(b)

P Q

Fig. 4. Probabilistic cooperation scenarios

As already explained, the synchronization mechanism of EMPAgr is based
on a master-slaves discipline, which establishes that, in a system state, first
a choice among the master actions is generatively performed, then a choice
among the passive actions with which the selected master action can synchro-
nize is reactively made. As an example, let us consider Fig. 4(a), which depicts
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a state of system P ‖{a,b} Q. In the picture, each circle describes the current
state of a sequential process. The alternative actions currently enabled by
a process are represented as labeled triangles if masters and labeled boxes if
slaves, with each label being the action type. Each process chooses an action
according to its attached rate. 2 For instance, in process P the intended
meaning of weights w1 and w′

1 is that the probability of choosing a is propor-
tional to w1 while the probability of choosing b is proportional to w′

1. Linked
triangles/boxes denote cooperating actions. 3 According to the master-slaves
approach, there are two steps. In the first step we probabilistically choose,
locally to P , between the two master actions a and b according to weights
w1 and w′

1 (master choice). In the second step, we probabilistically choose,
locally to Q, between the two slave actions a according to weights w2 and w′

2

or between the two slave actions b according to weights w′′
2 and w′′′

2 , depending
on whether master action a or b wins in the first step (slave choice).

As far as the master choice is concerned, several processes may be involved
in the choice of the master action. For example, consider Fig. 4(b), which
depicts a state of system P1 ‖∅ P2. Conceptually, the choice of the master
action can be seen as being performed in two rounds (interprocess choice
and intraprocess choice). In the first round, the interprocess choice is made
according to the overall rate of each process. The overall rate of a process state
is obtained by summing: the rates of the enabled exponentially timed actions
if no immediate action is executable, the weights of the enabled immediate
actions at the maximum priority level otherwise. Therefore, in Fig. 4(b) the
interprocess choice is made according to weights w1 + w′

1 and w2 + w′
2. In the

second round, a local choice is performed in the winning process according to
the rates of its master actions.

b w’

b

c

b

b w’

w

w w

w

w’

P4

1P

a a

P

P
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2

2

3
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4

Fig. 5. A master-slaves cooperation scenario

In general, the selection of the action to be executed in a system state is

2 In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 we abbreviate rates simply through weights because we assume that
all the occurring master actions are immediate with the same priority level and that all the
occurring slave actions are passive with the same priority level.
3 This dynamic system representation is not to be confused with the static system repre-
sentation via flow graphs of [20].
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conceptually carried out in two steps (master choice and slave choice) each
composed of two rounds (interprocess choice and intraprocess choice). As an
example, look at the scenario depicted in Fig. 5 which represents a state of
system (P1 ‖∅ P2) ‖{a,b}(P3 ‖∅ P4). In the first step a master action is chosen in
two rounds. In the first round an interprocess choice takes place among the
processes enabling master actions, hence we probabilistically choose between
P1 and P2 according to weights w1 and w2 + w′

2. In the second round a
local choice among the master actions of the process that wins the first round
occurs. If P1 wins, a second round is not necessary because P1 can do one
master action only. If P2 wins, instead, a local choice between the two actions
b (weight w2) and c (weight w′

2) occurs in the second round. If the winning
master action must not cooperate (action c of P2) or can be engaged in a single
cooperation (action a of P1), then we are done. If this is not the case (action
b of P2), a second step must be undertaken, where a slave action is chosen
in two rounds. In the first round an interprocess choice takes place among
the processes enabling slave actions which can cooperate with the winning
master action, hence we probabilistically choose between P3 and P4 according
to weights w′

3 and w4 +w′
4. In the second round a local choice among the slave

actions of the process that wins the first round occurs. If P3 wins a second
round is not necessary. If P4 wins, instead, we locally choose between the two
slave actions b of P4, according to weights w4 and w′

4. To be more precise,
since a master action may be synchronized with several slave actions performed
by different processes, once the master action has been chosen (through an
interprocess choice followed by an intraprocess choice), we have an interprocess
choice among groups of processes cooperating to perform the slave actions,
followed by an intraprocess choice which is conducted independently within
each process of the selected group.

a

a a a

a

a a a

���� ����

P P

(a) (b)

* *l,w l,w2 3

λ λ

* *l,w l,w2 3
* *l  ,w11 l  ,w1 1

31 2 31 2Q Q Q Q Q Q

Fig. 6. A cooperation structure

In order to introduce cooperation structures, let us consider the scenario
of Fig. 6(a) where we have two alternative actions of P ‖{a}(Q1 ‖{a}(Q2 ‖∅ Q3))
each formed by a three-way cooperation including the winning master action
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and two cooperating slave actions. Here we have to choose which is the pair
of processes which cooperate with the master action a. In the scenario of
Fig. 6(a) we simply have to choose which process between Q2 and Q3 coop-
erates with process Q1. We may describe this scenario as in Fig. 6(b), where
we have represented the two possible system actions that can originate from
the master action of P as a single cooperation tree indicating that process Q1

may cooperate with either process Q2 or process Q3.

In general a cooperation tree represents a choice among a set of system
actions that originate from a given master action. A cooperation tree is a
binary tree with two kinds of nodes:

• The nodes with outgoing dashed lines, which are called choice nodes, repre-
sent the fact that either actions of their lefthand subtree or actions of their
righthand subtree can take part in the final system action.

• The nodes with outgoing solid lines, which are called cooperation nodes,
represent the fact that actions which are possible according to their lefthand
subtree must cooperate with actions which are possible according to their
righthand subtree to take part in the final system action.

The leaves of the tree are represented by triangles. Each leaf is adjacent to
a different process, where the base of the triangle singles out a subset of the
slave actions of such a process (the slave actions just underneath the triangle
base). The intended meaning of the leaf is that one and only one slave action
in this set can take part in the final system action.

The root of a cooperation tree is connected with a solid line to the master
action it refers to. The pair composed of a master action and the connected
cooperation tree is called a cooperation structure.

As shown in [8], in the case of system states representable by EMPAgr

terms, the set of system actions that originate from the winning master action
can always be represented by a cooperation tree. This is due to the fact
that in EMPAgr the synchronization is based on action types, so, if a slave
synchronization between some processes is required for the action type of the
chosen master action, then all the slave actions with that action type of the
processes can engage in the cooperation. As a consequence of the fact that
system actions originating from a master action can always be represented by
a cooperation tree, it is possible to make independent local choices in each
process of the group chosen according to the cooperation tree. Therefore, it is
not necessary to break again the symmetry of cooperation at the level of the
slave actions, e.g. by designating some actions as submaster actions.

A cooperation structure represents a prioritized-probabilistic choice among
the groups of processes that can cooperate with the selected master action.
To this purpose, each choice node is intepreted as representing a prioritized-
probabilistic choice, where we consider, for each of its two alternative subtrees,
as priority level the maximum priority level of the processes adjacent to its
leaves, and as weight the overall weight at that level of the processes adjacent
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to its leaves.

In [8] we have proved the correctness of the operational semantics for
EMPAgr – in particular of the choice of the priority level and the weight
normalization factor of the passive action resulting from the synchronization
of two passive actions – by showing that the calculations of the rates of the
synchronizations are consistent with those resulting from cooperation struc-
tures.

8 Markovian Bisimulation Equivalence

In this section we equip EMPAgr with a Markovian bisimulation equivalence,
which relates systems having the same functional, probabilistic, prioritized
and exponentially timed behavior. We then show that such an equivalence is
a congruence, thus providing support for compositional manipulation, and we
give a sound and complete axiomatization for nonrecursive process terms.

Our Markovian bisimulation equivalence is inspired by the probabilistic
bisimulation equivalence of [19], according to which two equivalent terms have
the same aggregated probability to reach the same equivalence class of terms
by executing actions of the same type and priority level.

In the case of exponentially timed actions, we have to take into account not
only the transition probabilities but also the state sojourn times. Because of
the adoption of the race policy (see Sect. 2), this can be easily accomplished by
considering the aggregated rate with which an equivalence class is reached by
a term by executing actions of the same type. As an example, it must hold that

<a, λ1>.E + <a, λ2>.E ∼MB <a, λ1 + λ2>.E

This treatment of rates, originally proposed in [16], is basically the same as
that of the exact aggregation for CTMCs known as ordinary lumping [24], thus
establishing a clear connection between the Markovian bisimulation equiva-
lence and the ordinary lumping. In the case of immediate and passive actions,
instead, the probabilistic bisimulation equivalence must be rephrased in terms
of weights. As an example, it must hold that

<a,∞l,w1>.E + <a,∞l,w2>.E ∼MB <a,∞l,w1+w2>.E

<a, ∗l,w1>.E + <a, ∗l,w2>.E ∼MB <a, ∗l,w1+w2>.E

This treatment of weights was originally proposed in [25].

We are now in a position of defining our Markovian bisimulation equiva-
lence.

Definition 8.1 We define function priority level PL : ARate −→ Z by:

PL(∗l,w) = −l

PL(λ) = 0

PL(∞l,w) = l
and we extend the real number summation to rates of the same priority level
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(A1) (E1 + E2) + E3 = E1 + (E2 + E3)

(A2) E1 + E2 = E2 + E1

(A3) E + 0 = E

(A4) <a, λ̃1>.E + <a, λ̃2>.E = <a, λ̃1 + λ̃2>.E if PL(λ̃1) = PL(λ̃2)

(A5) <a, ∗l1,w1>.E1 + <a, ∗l2,w2>.E2 = <a, ∗l1,w1>.E1 if l1 > l2

(A6) 0/L = 0

(A7) (<a, λ̃>.E)/L = <a, λ̃>.(E/L) if a /∈ L

(A8) (<a, λ̃>.E)/L = <τ, λ̃>.(E/L) if a ∈ L

(A9) (E1 + E2)/L = E1/L + E2/L

(A10) 0[ϕ] = 0

(A11) (<a, λ̃>.E)[ϕ] = <ϕ(a), λ̃>.(E[ϕ])

(A12) (E1 + E2)[ϕ] = E1[ϕ] + E2[ϕ]

(A13)
∑
i∈I0

<ai, λ̃i>.Ei ‖S
∑
i∈I1

<ai, λ̃i>.Ei =
∑

j∈I0,aj /∈S

<aj , λ̃j>.(Ej ‖S
∑
i∈I1

<ai, λ̃i>.Ei) +

∑
j∈I1,aj /∈S

<aj , λ̃j>.(
∑
i∈I0

<ai, λ̃i>.Ei ‖S Ej) +

∑
k∈K0

∑
h∈P1,ak

<ak, λ̃k · (wh/W1,ak
)>.(Ek ‖S Eh) +

∑
k∈K1

∑
h∈P0,ak

<ak, λ̃k · (wh/W0,ak
)>.(Eh ‖S Ek) +

∑
k∈P ′0

∑
h∈P1,ak

<ak, ∗max(lk,lh),(wk/W0,ak
)·(wh/W0,ak

)·Nak
>.(Ek ‖S Eh)

where I0 ∩ I1 = ∅, λ̃i = ∗li,wi
for i ∈ I0 ∪ I1.PL(λ̃i) < 0, and for j ∈ {0, 1}

Lj,a = max{lk | k ∈ Ij ∧ ak = a ∧ λ̃k = ∗lk,wk
}

Pj,a = {k ∈ Ij | ak = a ∧ λ̃k = ∗lk,wk
∧ lk = Lj,a}

Kj = {k ∈ Ij | ak ∈ S ∧ PL(λ̃k) ≥ 0 ∧ P1−j,ak
6= ∅}

P ′
0 = {k ∈ I0 | ∃a ∈ S. k ∈ P0,a ∧ P1,a 6= ∅}

Wj,a =
∑{|wk | k ∈ Pj,a ∧ λ̃k = ∗lk,wk

|}

Na =





W0,a + W1,a if L0,a = L1,a

W0,a if L0,a > L1,a

W1,a if L1,a > L0,a

Table 2
Axiomatization of ∼MB
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as follows:

∗l,w1 + ∗l,w2 = ∗l,w1+w2

∞l,w1 + ∞l,w2 = ∞l,w1+w2

We then define partial function aggregated rate Rate : G × AType × Z ×
P(G) −→o ARate by:

Rate(E, a, l, C) =
∑

{| λ̃ | ∃E ′ ∈ C. E
a,λ̃−−−→E ′ ∧ PL(λ̃) = l |}

with Rate(E, a, l, C) = ⊥ whenever the multiset above is empty.

Definition 8.2 An equivalence relation B ⊆ G × G is a Markovian bisimula-
tion if and only if, whenever (E1, E2) ∈ B, then for all a ∈ AType, l ∈ Z, and
equivalence classes C ∈ G/B

Rate(E1, a, l, C) = Rate(E2, a, l, C)

Definition 8.3 We call ∼MB, defined as the union of all the Markovian bisim-
ulations over G, the Markovian bisimulation equivalence.

Theorem 8.4 Let E1, E2 ∈ G. If E1 ∼MB E2 then:

(i) For all <a, λ̃> ∈ Act, <a, λ̃>.E1 ∼MB <a, λ̃>.E2.

(ii) For all L ⊆ AType − {τ}, E1/L ∼MB E2/L.

(iii) For all ϕ ∈ ATRFun, E1[ϕ] ∼MB E2[ϕ].

(iv) For all F ∈ G, E1 + F ∼MB E2 + F and F + E1 ∼MB F + E2.

(v) For all F ∈G and S⊆AType−{τ}, E1 ‖S F ∼MB E2 ‖S F and F ‖S E1∼MB

F ‖S E2.

Additionally, ∼MB is closed w.r.t. recursive constant definitions.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of the corresponding theorem of [3] Chap. 5,
with some changes in the case of the alternative and parallel composition op-
erators that we now show.

• Let B ⊆ G × G be a Markovian bisimulation such that (E1, E2) ∈ B. Given
F ∈ G, we prove that B′ = (B ∪ {(E1 + F, E2 + F ), (E2 + F, E1 + F )})+ is
a Markovian bisimulation. Observed that B′ is an equivalence relation, we
have two cases:
· If (E1 + F,E2 + F ) ∈ B, then B′ = B and the result trivially follows.
· Assume that (E1 + F,E2 + F ) /∈ B. Observed that

G/B′ = (G/B − {[E1 + F ]B, [E2 + F ]B}) ∪ {[E1 + F ]B ∪ [E2 + F ]B}
let (F1, F2) ∈ B′, a ∈ AType, l ∈ Z, and C ∈ G/B′.
If (F1, F2) ∈ B and C ∈ G/B − {[E1 + F ]B, [E2 + F ]B}, then trivially
Rate(F1, a, l, C) = Rate(F2, a, l, C).
If (F1, F2) ∈ B and C = [E1+F ]B∪ [E2+F ]B, then for j ∈ {1, 2} we have
Rate(Fj, a, l, C) = Rate(Fj, a, l, [E1 + F ]B) + Rate(Fj, a, l, [E2 + F ]B) so
Rate(F1, a, l, C) = Rate(F2, a, l, C).
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If (F1, F2) ∈ B′ − B, i.e. F1 ∈ [E1 + F ]B and F2 ∈ [E2 + F ]B, then for
j ∈ {1, 2} we have

Rate(Fj, a, l, C) =





Rate(Ej, a, l, C) + Rate(F, a, l, C)

Rate(Ej, a, l, C)

Rate(F, a, l, C)

⊥
depending on whether Rate(Ej, a, l, C) 6= ⊥ ∧ Rate(F, a, l, C) 6= ⊥ or
Rate(Ej, a, l, C) 6= ⊥ ∧ ((l ≥ 0 ∧ Rate(F, a, l, C) = ⊥) ∨ (l < 0 ∧ ∀l′ ∈
Z−. l′ ≤ l =⇒ Rate(F, a, l′,G) = ⊥)) or Rate(F, a, l, C) 6= ⊥ ∧ ((l ≥
0∧Rate(Ej, a, l, C) = ⊥)∨(l < 0∧∀l′ ∈ Z−. l′ ≤ l =⇒ Rate(Ej, a, l′,G) =
⊥)) or none of the previous clauses holds.
If C ∈ G/B − {[E1 + F ]B, [E2 + F ]B}, then from (E1, E2) ∈ B we derive
Rate(E1, a, l, C)=Rate(E2, a, l, C) so Rate(F1, a, l, C)=Rate(F2, a, l, C).
If C = [E1+F ]B∪[E2+F ]B, then for j ∈ {1, 2} we have Rate(Ej, a, l, C) =
Rate(Ej, a, l, [E1 +F ]B)+Rate(Ej, a, l, [E2 +F ]B). Since (E1, E2) ∈ B, it
turns out that Rate(E1, a, l, C) = Rate(E2, a, l, C) so Rate(F1, a, l, C) =
Rate(F2, a, l, C).

• Given F ∈ G and S ⊆ AType − {τ}, we prove that B′ = B ∪ IdG, where
B = {(E1 ‖S F,E2 ‖S F ) | E1 ∼MB E2} and IdG is the identity relation over
G, is a Markovian bisimulation. Observed that B′ is an equivalence relation
and that either each of the terms of an equivalence class has “ ‖S F” as
outermost operator or none of them has, let (F1, F2) ∈ B′, a ∈ AType,
l ∈ Z, and C ∈ G/B′.
· If (F1, F2) ∈ IdG, then trivially Rate(F1, a, l, C) = Rate(F2, a, l, C).
· If (F1, F2) ∈ B, then F1 ≡ E1 ‖S F and F2 ≡ E2 ‖S F where E1 ∼MB E2.

If none of the terms in C has “ ‖S F” as outermost operator, then triv-
ially Rate(F1, a, l, C) = ⊥ = Rate(F2, a, l, C).
If each of the terms in C has “ ‖S F” as outermost operator, given
E ‖S G ∈ C it turns out that C = {E ′ ‖S G | E ′ ∈ [E]∼MB

}.
If a /∈ S, then for j ∈ {1, 2} we have that

Rate(Fj, a, l, C) =





Rate(Ej, a, l, [E]∼MB
) + Rate(F, a, l, {G})

Rate(Ej, a, l, [E]∼MB
)

Rate(F, a, l, {G})
⊥

depending on whether Ej ∈ [E]∼MB
∧F ≡ G∧Rate(Ej, a, l, [E]∼MB

) 6= ⊥∧
Rate(F, a, l, {G}) 6= ⊥ or Ej /∈ [E]∼MB

∧F ≡ G∧Rate(Ej, a, l, [E]∼MB
) 6=

⊥ ∧ (l ≥ 0 ∨ (l < 0 ∧ ∀l′ ∈ Z−. l′ < l =⇒ Rate(F, a, l′,G) = ⊥)) or Ej ∈
[E]∼MB

∧F 6≡ G∧Rate(F, a, l, b̃, {G}) 6= ⊥∧(l ≥ 0∨(l < 0∧∀l′ ∈ Z−. l′ <
l =⇒ Rate(Ej, a, l′, [E]∼MB

) = ⊥ or none of the previous clauses holds.
Since E1 ∼MB E2, it follows that Rate(F1, a, l, C) = Rate(F2, a, l, C).
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If a ∈ S and we pose

∗−l,wEj,l
= Rate(Ej, a, l, [E]∼MB

)

∗−l,wEj,l,tot
= Rate(Ej, a, l,G)

∗−l,wF,l
= Rate(F, a, l, {G})

∗−l,wF,l,tot
= Rate(F, a, l,G)

for l ∈ Z− and

N =





wEj ,l1,tot + wF,l2,tot if l1 = l2

wEj ,l1,tot if l1 > l2

wF,l2,tot if l2 > l1
then for j ∈ {1, 2} we have that

Rate(Fj, a, l, C) =





Rate(Ej, a, l, [E]∼MB
) · wF,l′/wF,l′,tot +

Rate(F, a, l, {G}) · wEj ,l′′/wEj ,l′′,tot

Rate(Ej, a, l, [E]∼MB
) · wF,l′/wF,l′,tot

Rate(F, a, l, {G}) · wEj ,l′′/wEj ,l′′,tot

∗−l,wEj,l1
/wEj,l1,tot·wF,l2

/wF,l2,tot·N

⊥
depending on whether l ≥ 0∧Rate(Ej, a, l, [E]∼MB

) 6=⊥∧∃l′ ∈ Z−.Rate(F,
a, l′, {G}) 6=⊥∧Rate(F, a, l, {G}) 6=⊥∧∃l′′ ∈ Z−.Rate(Ej, a, l′′, [E]∼MB

) 6=
⊥ or l ≥ 0 ∧ Rate(Ej, a, l, [E]∼MB

) 6= ⊥ ∧ ∃l′ ∈ Z−.Rate(F, a, l′, {G}) 6=
⊥ ∧ (Rate(F, a, l, {G}) = ⊥ ∨ ∀l′′′ ∈ Z−.Rate(Ej, a, l′′′, [E]∼MB

) = ⊥)
or l ≥ 0 ∧ Rate(F, a, l, {G}) 6= ⊥ ∧ ∃l′′ ∈ Z−.Rate(Ej, a, l′′, [E]∼MB

) 6=
⊥ ∧ (Rate(Ej, a, l, [E]∼MB

) = ⊥ ∨ ∀l′′′ ∈ Z−.Rate(F, a, l′′′, {G}) = ⊥) or
l < 0 ∧ ∃l1, l2 ∈ Z−.Rate(Ej, a, l1, [E]∼MB

) 6= ⊥ ∧ Rate(F, a, l2, {G}) 6=
⊥ ∧ −l = max(−l1,−l2) or none of the previous clauses holds. From
E1 ∼MB E2, it follows that Rate(F1, a, l, C) = Rate(F2, a, l, C).

2

We observe that the congruence result above holds because the opera-
tional semantics is defined in such a way that lower priority active transitions
are not pruned. If this were not the case, we would have e.g. <a1, λ>.0 +
<a2,∞l,w>.0 ∼MB <a2,∞l,w>.0 as both terms would have only one tran-
sition labeled with <a2,∞l,w>, but (<a1, λ>.0 + <a2,∞l,w>.0) ‖{a2} 0 6∼MB

<a2,∞l,w>.0 ‖{a2} 0 because the first term has a transition labeled with action
<a1, λ> while the second term has no transitions at all. On the contrary, the
removal of lower priority passive actions of a given type does not cause any
problem.

Theorem 8.5 Let A be the set of axioms in Table 2. The deductive system
Ded(A) is sound and complete for ∼MB over the set of nonrecursive terms of
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G.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of the corresponding theorem of [3] Chap. 5,
with the difference that a nonrecursive term E ∈ G is defined to be in sum
normal form (snf) if and only if E is 0 or

∑
i∈I <ai, λ̃i>.Ei with every Ei in

snf, where the nonempty finite set I is such that there are no i, i′ ∈ I for which
ai = ai′ ∧ λ̃i = ∗li,wi

∧ λ̃i′ = ∗li′ ,wi′ ∧ li 6= li′ . 2

We conclude by observing that axiom (A4) is exactly the rule we wanted
our equivalence to satisfy, while axiom (A5) establishes that lower priority
passive actions of a given type can be left out.

9 Conclusion

The experience with process algebras has shown the necessity of mechanisms
like priority, probabilistic internal/external choice, and time to model the
behavior of real systems, as well as the necessity of compositionality for effi-
cient system analysis. In this paper we have developed a new process algebra
called EMPAgr that has a considerable expressive power, because it includes
all the above mentioned mechanisms, and achieves semantic compositionality
thanks to a suitable asymmetric synchronization mechanism, because Marko-
vian bisimulation equivalence turns out to be a congruence for EMPAgr.

9.1 Related Work

The starting point for our work has been the process algebra EMPA [3]. How-
ever, it is worth observing that this paper does not only provide an improve-
ment over EMPA, for which Markovian bisimulation equivalence is not a con-
gruence in general. In fact, the main contribution of this paper is the proposal
of a natural and intuitive solution to an important open problem in the lit-
erature, which is independent of the considered formalism: how to obtain
semantic compositionality w.r.t. an asynchronous 4 CSP like parallel com-
position operator in the presence of priority, probabilistic internal/external
choice, and time. Our solution essentially consists of an extension to priorities
and time of the generative-reactive approach of [6]. Such an approach realizes
an integration of an asymmetric form of cooperation inspired by probabilis-
tic I/O automata [26] with an approach to interprocess selection inspired by
probabilistic ACP [2]. In [26] output actions behave generatively while input
actions behave reactively according to the terminology of [11]. In [2] a proba-
bilistic mechanism is provided for choosing (in the context of an asynchronous
parallel composition operator) which of two processes in parallel must make
the next move in a system state, by associating a probabilistic advancing speed
to each process.

4 In the sense that the computation does not proceed in locksteps; e.g., in E1 ‖∅E2 we have
to choose whether the next move is made by E1 or E2.
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More precisely, the aforementioned contribution is twofold:

• We have extended the generative-reactive approach of [6] to deal with prior-
ities. This has been accomplished by endowing master actions with genera-
tive priorities in addition to generative probabilities and slave actions with
reactive priorities in addition to reactive weights.

• We have extended the generative-reactive approach of [6] to a timed setting,
where a master action may have either an exponentially distributed duration
or a zero duration (in which case it is given a priority and a weight), while
slave actions have unspecified duration (and are given reactive priorities
and weights). This extension encompasses a synchronization mechanism
similar to that of PEPA [16], where master-slaves cooperations are realized
through cooperations between exponentially timed actions and weighted
passive actions.

If we compare EMPAgr with the other Markovian process algebras ap-
peared in the literature, we observe that none of them reaches the expres-
sive power of EMPAgr. In particular, the expressiveness of M-TIPP [14] and
MPA [9] is limited because they consider exponentially timed actions only.
Passive actions with reactive weights are instead introduced in PEPA [16],
which however does not include immediate actions. This reduces the capabil-
ity of modeling real systems and does not allow discrete time systems to be
described. On the contrary, in IM-TIPP [15] and IMC [13] immediate actions
can be expressed but neither generative nor reactive probabilistic choices can
be represented. It is however worth noting that in the approach of [15,13] the
fact that immediate actions do not bear probabilistic information makes it
ease and natural the definition of a weak Markovian bisimulation congruence
which abstracts from internal immediate actions. Such an approach is further
extended in PM-TIPP [21] with reactive (but not generative) probabilistic
choices. This capability, however, is not exploited like in PEPA to enforce
a master-slaves synchronization policy. We conclude by observing that, un-
like EMPAgr, none of the previously considered Markovian process algebras
handles (generative or reactive) priorities.

9.2 Future Work

The research activity we have been conducting in the field of process alge-
bras aims at developing a methodology for the specification and analysis of
computer, communication and software systems that achieves a reasonable
balance among formality, expressivity, usability and efficiency. In the future,
we intend to make other steps towards the achievement of our goal.

Expressivity

EMPAgr has already a considerable expressive power, as it includes priorities,
probabilistic internal/external choices, and exponentially distributed and zero
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durations. However, such an expressive power can be further enhanced by
considering generally distributed durations. Here the problem is that the
semantics can no longer be defined in the interleaving style. In fact, since the
memoryless property is lost, an action can no longer be considered as started
in the same state in which it terminates its execution. In other words, one
has to keep track of both the state in which the execution of an action starts
and the state in which the execution of the same action finishes. In [7] we
have shown that the right semantic approach in this scenario is that of the ST
semantics [12] and we have defined and studied a process algebra with general
distributions called GSMPA whose semantics is defined according to the ST
approach.

Usability

In order for a process algebra to be helpful in practice, its usability should be
considered to ease the task of the designer. In this respect, it may be con-
venient to take the view of software architecture [23], which has emerged in
the last decade as a discipline within software engineering to cope with the in-
creasing size and complexity of software systems during the early stage of their
development. To achieve this, the focus is turned from algorithmic and data
structure related issues to the overall architecture of the system, meant to be
a collection of computational components together with a description of their
connectors, i.e. the interactions between these components. From the pro-
cess algebra perspective, it is desirable to force the designer to model systems
in a way that elucidates the basic architectural concepts of component and
connector. In [4] we have followed this view by defining an EMPAgr based
architectural description language called ÆMPA, which allows the modular
and hierarchical representation of the functional and performance behavior of
families of systems through the specification of their sequential components
and connectors and the attachments between them. For the sake of usability,
ÆMPA is not only based on a textual notation, but also provides the de-
signer with a graphical notation inspired by flow graphs [20]. Finally, ÆMPA
enforces a controlled way of modeling by means of compatibility, interoper-
ability and conformity architectural checks that essentially aim at establishing
whether the specified components and connectors fit well together or give rise
to architectural mismatches.

Efficiency

The efficiency of the analysis of EMPAgr specifications can be improved in
several ways. First of all, we would like to develop in our expressive frame-
work a Markovian congruence that abstracts from internal immediate actions,
i.e. those actions which are unobservable and take no time. Unlike ∼MB, such
a weak Markovian congruence could be used to compositionally minimize in
an effective way the state space of an EMPAgr specification. We believe that
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a promising starting point for this research is the Markovian testing equiva-
lence introduced in [5]. Secondly, we would like to exploit the compositional
nature of process algebras for efficiently calculating probability distributions.
In particular, we are thinking of importing in the EMPAgr framework tensor
based methods as well as distributed simulation techniques.
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